College Works Painting Reference Letter
Adam Brunner
I want to thank you for all of the hard work that you and the team put in to turn our dull
façade into a one that has real curb appeal. Your thoughtful attention at the beginning and
throughout the entire project was really appreciated.
May 25, 2007
Mr., Joseph Barlow
College Works
Philadelphia, PA
Dear Joe,
I want to thank you for all of the hard work that you and the team put in to turn our dull
façade into a one that has real curb appeal. Your thoughtful attention at the beginning and
throughout the entire project was really appreciated.
Thank you for applying so many practice coats before we chose the final color. We
needed to see the colors before we felt comfortable moving forward.
The hard work that went into re-glazing the windows outside my office really paid off-they look great, and are ready for two more decades or hard winter wear.
Just as you predicted, the siding, once weary and lifeless, looks completely new. You
took a good twenty years off this almost ninety year old house.
All of your workers were very polite, helpful, and hard working. I was glad to open my
house to them for an occasional glass of water or bathroom break.
Most important of all I want to thank you for your solicitousness regarding our
satisfaction with the work. It was so helpful to go over the house at the end of each work
day and to be able to point out to you areas that I would like done differently or improved
upon. Even though we changed our minds a few times, your crew rolled with it nicely.
And although I know that I have a piercing eye for imperfections, your crew was always
willing to re-sand an area and reapply paint where I saw bubbles or minor drips.
In conclusion, we could not be happier with the end result. Our house looks terrific,
thanks to you and your crew, and we would highly recommend you to anyone who is
considering painting their house.
With Warm Regards,
Adam Brunner

